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RULES AND REGULATIONS 
JASMINE CREEK COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 

I. INTRODUCTION

The Board of Directors (“Board”) for the Jasmine Creek Community Association (“Association” or 

“JCCA”) is committed to maintaining and improving upon the Association’s private, quiet, and family-

oriented community.  To maintain the quality of the community, the Board has prepared and distributed 

these Rules and Regulations (“Rules”) governing the community. Observation and enforcement of the 

Rules contained herein is the responsibility of each owner and/or their invitees, including their residents, 

tenants, guests, or vendors.  It will take the participation of all members of the Association to help maintain, 

protect, and improve our community.   

The Board has prepared these Rules as a supplement to the Association’s recorded Declaration of 

Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (“CC&Rs”).  In the event of a conflict, the CC&Rs shall govern. 

II. GOVERNING DOCUMENTS

The Governing Documents of the Association consist of its (1) recorded Declaration of Covenants, 

Conditions and Restrictions, and all amendment and restatements thereto (collectively referred to as 

“Declaration” or “CC&Rs”), (2) By-Laws, (3) Articles of Incorporation, and (4) the following Rules and 

Regulations adopted by the Board of Directors pursuant to Article XI of the Declaration.   

Owners and residents are generally entitled to the right of quiet enjoyment and use of their lots and of the 

Common Areas.  The Governing Documents and the following Rules and Regulations exist in part to protect 

and to preserve that right.  

Every Owner, resident, tenant, guest, etc. is obligated to comply with the Governing Documents and may 

be subject to disciplinary measures and/or legal action by the Association for a failure to do so.   The 

Association’s enforcement policy with respect to violations of the following Rules and Regulations is 

detailed further below in Section XXXI “ENFORCEMENT.”  

III. COMMON AREAS

The Association Common Areas are those areas under the direct control of the Association.  The Common 

Areas consist of all real property owned by the Association for the use and enjoyment of the members of 

the Association, including but not limited to, those portions of real property improved as streets and 

sidewalks. Common Areas, as well as all Owners’ rights and obligations with respect to those areas, are 

defined further in the Governing Documents.  

IV. BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Association is governed by a Board comprised of five (5) Association members, each of whom serves 

for a term of three (3) years.  The Directors are elected through a vote of the Association’s membership in 

accordance with the procedures set forth in the Governing Documents.  Included in the Board’s duties is 

the faithful enforcement of the use restrictions set forth in the Association’s Governing Documents, 

including the following Rules and Regulations.  
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V. ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE

The ARC (Architectural Review Committee) shall be composed of not less than three (3) Association 

members appointed by the Board. (CC&Rs, Art. V, Sect. 3.)   

VI. MANAGEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION

The contact information for the Association’s on-site management is as follows: 

Jasmine Creek Community Association 

110 Jasmine Creek Drive 

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 

T: (949) 760-2664 

F: (949) 760-8046 

If you have any maintenance, landscape or architectural concerns or questions, please do not hesitate to 

contact the Association’s Managing Agents. 

If you have any maintenance, landscape, architectural concerns, or have observed violations of regulations 

stated herein, please do not hesitate to contact the Association’s Managing Agents.  Such communication 

should include the following: 

1. Date

2. Description of issue

3. Address, and/or location

4. Section and/or paragraph relative to violation of Guidebook, (if known)

5. Contact information for response; which shall be held in confidence with the Association’s

Managing Agents and forwarded to Board for their review and recommendation of remedy.

Response from Board will occur in a timely manner depending on the urgency, but not more than

fourteen days after the following scheduled meeting of the Board.

VII. JASMINE CREEK COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION ONLINE

There are three ways that a resident can access JCCA online. 

1. Website – The Association’s website can be accessed at www.jasminecreek.org. The website 
provides the following information:

a. Announcements

b. Governing Documents, including:

i. CC&Rs

ii. Bylaws

iii. Rules and Regulations

iv. Additional Rules and Policies implemented by the Association

c. Calendar of Events

d. Emergency Information

2. Email – Residents may contact the on-site Management Office through email at 
jasminecreek@jasminecreek.org. 

http://jasminecreek.org/
http://www.jasminecreek.org/
mailto:jasminecreek@prodigy.net
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3. Gate Access Website – Residents may contract the gate attendants online through the gate access

website. This website allows residents to check-in their guests, set up and change permanent guest

and submit a party list. Resident may set up an account to access the website by contacting the on-

site Management Office.

VIII. COMMUNITY ACCESS

There are three ways that a resident can access JCCA online. 

A. RESIDENT AUTO ACCESS – Permanent Residents of JCCA enter the community by using a

transponder chip that is supplied by Management to each Resident’s authorized vehicle. Permanent

residents of JCCA may be issued a chip for each authorized vehicle at a cost of $75.00 each. The

cost of new or replacement chips is $75.00 each.

1. Inlet Entrance – The main entry to JCCA is located on Inlet Drive and consists of wrought

iron fencing, ingress and egress wrought iron gates, and electric gate arms that are located

immediately adjacent to the Guardhouse. The Guardhouse is staffed 24 hours daily by a

Gate Attendant whose primary function is to facilitate access to authorized visitors and

protect the privacy of JCCA Residents by denying access to unauthorized persons.

2. Crown Drive - A wrought iron entry gate and gate arm are located at the Crown Drive entry

to JCCA. The entry gate is in operation 24 hours, seven days a week and is for Resident

use only. The wrought iron exit gate is in operation 24 hours, seven days a week and can

be used by anyone exiting the Community. The Crown Gate Entry area is monitored by

video camera surveillance.

3. Lower Jasmine Creek Drive - An exit (only) gate is available at this location, in operation

24 hours per day, seven days a week.

B. RESIDENT PEDESTRIAN ACCESS – Pedestrian gates are located at (1) Inlet Drive, (2) Lower

Jasmine Creek Drive, and (3) Crown Drive. A special facilities key with a yellow tag opens each

of these gates. One key is issued to each address. Replacement and/or additional keys may be

purchased at the JCCA on-site Management Office. The cost of the first additional key is $50.00,

the second additional key is $100.00, and each additional key thereafter is $150.00.

C. NON-RESIDENT ACCESS – When guests, deliveries, or workers are expected, call the Gate

Attendant or schedule through the gate access website to clear them for entry into the Community.

The Gate Attendant should be given the visitor’s name and an approximate arrival time. You will

be asked to specify your “password” or “code name” by the gate access website and the Gate

Attendant on duty to identify you as a Resident of JCCA.

D. UNEXPECTED VISITORS – The Gate Attendant will detain unexpected visitors or deliveries

while he/she tries to contact you by telephone. If there is no answer, the Gate Attendant will assume

that you are not at home and will not allow the unexpected visitor access to the community.

E. RENTAL NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS - All Homeowners using their Jasmine Creek

residences as a rental must notify the on-site Manager and provide a copy of the lease/rental

agreement. It will be the responsibility of the Homeowner to notify the renter that they must follow

all the Rules and Regulations (Rules). A copy of the Rules is available on the JCCA website

(jasminecreek.org). A signed acknowledgement by the Homeowner that the tenant has been
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provided a copy of the Rules must be given to the on-site Manager. The Homeowner remains 

responsible for the actions of Tenant and Tenant's guests even though the Tenant has been given a 

copy of the Rules.  

IX. PARKING

All Owners, Residents, tenants, and guests are subject to the parking rules and regulations.  Failure to 

comply with any of the following rules and regulations may result in the offending vehicle being cited 

and/or towed at the vehicle owner’s expense.  The owner may also be assessed a penalty for his/her (or 

his/her tenant’s or guest’s) noncompliance with the following rules and regulations.  

A. GUEST PARKING – Guests (and Residents) who wish to park in designated guest parking areas

overnight must display a valid guest pass on the dashboard of their auto. The Resident host shall

contact the Gate Attendant with proper identification and request a pass for their guest.

B. GUEST PASSES: There are three types of guest passes authorized by JCCA, which will be

provided upon the reasonable discretion of the Board of Directors and/or on-site Management:

a. A three (3) day pass, per vehicle, per month, can be issued by the on-site Management

Office.

b. A fourteen (14) day pass, per vehicle, per month, can be issued by the on-site Management

Office.

c. A pass for up to thirty (30) days can be approved by the Board of Directors. Additional

long-term pass requests, such as during construction, must be approved by the Board.

Requests to the Board must be made in writing.

C. UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES – Such as commercial trucks (excluding certain trucks having

commercial license plates), pick-up campers, boats, motor homes, trailers, travel trailers, and

similar bulky equipment may not be parked in the open except when temporary approval not to

exceed 12 hours has been obtained from the on-site Manager. Approval will be limited to (2) two

12-hour periods within each 60-day period. The 60-day period starts at the beginning of the first

12-hour period approval. No overnight parking of unauthorized vehicles listed above is permitted

within JCCA.

D. STORED VEHICLES – Guest parking areas, and Homeowners’ driveways, are not intended to be

used for vehicle storage (cars that are not operational, are not actively driven, or are parked with a

cover will be considered stored). Failure to comply will result in the Association taking necessary

action and any costs incurred will be charged to the Homeowner.

E. OVERNIGHT STREET PARKING – Overnight street parking is prohibited. Vehicles in violation

of this rule are ticketed on a nightly basis and subject to the Fine Schedule in Article XXXIII of

these Rules. If the vehicle is cited three or more times, the vehicle may be towed at the owners

expense. Parking is allowed only in the garage or driveway and in guest parking areas when a valid

guest pass is displayed on the dashboard of the vehicle.

F. DRIVEWAY PARKING – Any vehicle parked on the driveway must not extend beyond the length

of the driveway. Any encroachment onto the sidewalk, street gutter, grass or other adjacent planting

is prohibited and is subject to the Fine Schedule.
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G. DIRECTIONAL PARKING – Any vehicle parked within the Association shall be stopped or

parked parallel to and within eighteen (18) inches of the right-hand curb, facing the direction of the

traffic movement of the street.

X. PARKING ENFORCEMENT AND TOWING POLICY

In addition to all other remedies provided by law, in the CC&Rs, and these Rules, the following enforcement 

procedures apply to violations of the Association’s Parking Rules and of the California Vehicle Code. 

Homeowners, their family members, tenants, Residents, guests, visitors, invitees, and agents are required 

to comply with the Association’s Parking Rules and California Vehicle Code. Homeowners shall be 

responsible for violations of family members, tenants, Residents, guests, visitors, invitees, and agents of 

the Homeowner.  

A. TOWING AND IMPOUND

1. Any vehicle parked in violation of the Association’s Parking Rules will be subject to

towing and impound, as provided below. The responsible Homeowner(s) may also be

subject to fines, as described in Article XXXIII of these Rules.

2. Parking a vehicle unattended, at any time, within a fire lane, within fifteen (15) feet of a

fire hydrant, or in a manner which interferes with an entrance to or exit from the

Association will result in towing without notice or warning.

3. A First Parking Violation Notice will be placed on the vehicle by the Association’s patrol

company for all violations, with the exception of parking in a fire lane, parking within 15

feet of a fire hydrant and parking in a manner which interferes with an entrance to, or exit

from the Association, which are subject to immediate towing.

4. A Second Parking Violation Notice will be placed on the vehicle by the Association’s

patrol company in the event the same violation occurs within ninety (90) days following

the issuance of the First Parking Violation Notice, and a fine may be levied against the

responsible Homeowner(s) after being provided notice and an opportunity for a hearing.

5. The vehicle will be towed without further notices or citations on each occasion the vehicle

is parked in violation of the Parking Rules within ninety (90) days following the issuance

of the Second Parking Violation Notice. When a vehicle is towed from the community, the

following procedures shall be taken in accordance with Section 22658 of the Vehicle Code:

i. The towing service shall be contacted by an authorized representative of the

Association as designated in subparagraph “iii” below.

ii. If the identity of the registered owner of the vehicle is known or readily

ascertainable, the President of the Association, or a designee, shall, within a

reasonable time after the vehicle has been towed, notify the owner of the removal

by first-class mail. Additionally, the President of the Association, or a designee,

shall give notice of the removal of the vehicle to the local traffic law enforcement

agency within one (1) hour if practical, or by the most expeditious means available,

after authorizing the tow.
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iii. The following representatives of the Association are designated, in the order listed

below, to authorize towing of a vehicle from the Community.

1. The Association’s on-site Manager:

2. The Association’s President, Vice President, or other designated members

of Association’s Board of Directors; and

3. The Association’s Patrol Service.

6. If a vehicle is towed and impounded, the owner of the vehicle should contact the Newport

Beach Police Department at (949) 644-3717.

7. Towing and impound will be at the expense of the owner of the vehicle.

B. FINES – The Association’s Parking Rules also may be enforced through the levy of fines, as

described in Article XXXIII of these Rules. The levy of a fine shall be in addition to the

Association's right to tow and impound the vehicle, or to exercise any other enforcement remedy

provided for under the CC&Rs or the Association’s Parking Rules.

XI. LANDSCAPE

A. PRIVATE YARDS – Each Resident is responsible for the installation and maintenance of all

landscaping within their private front, rear, and side yard areas. The Association maintains all areas

outside of private yards. Even though your property lines extend beyond your patio walls, the

Association's Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs) provide for a maintenance

easement that allows access by the Association for the purpose of landscape maintenance. The

Association also reserves the right to inspect private yards to ensure that they are properly

maintained. These inspections are conducted by the on-site Manager upon discovery of yard

maintenance violations.

B. TREE HEIGHT LIMITATION – Article X, Section 12 of the CC&Rs mandates that trees shall not

be permitted within the Covered Property to the extent such trees exceed the highest point of the

building nearest the point of growth of such trees. The Architectural Committee has the right to

require any Homeowner to remove, trim, top or prune any tree or shrub which, in the reasonable

belief of the Architectural Committee impedes or detracts from the view of any Lot. (CC&Rs

Article V, Section 2). Please see the on-site Management Office to request a View Issue Complaint

Form.

C. BAN ON TREES/PLANTS WITH DESTRUCTIVE ROOTS – A current list of banned trees and

plants is available at the on-site Management Office. It is your responsibility as a Homeowner to

make certain that you have obtained written approval of the proposed trees and plants before

planting. Prior to planting any trees or plants you must consult with the on-site Management Office.

D. COMMON AREA SPRINKLERS – Tampering with or adjusting sprinkler heads or timing devices

is prohibited. Sprinkler problems should be reported promptly to the on-site Management Office

during business hours. On weekends, holidays and during hours the office is not open, you may

report emergency irrigation problems to the Gate Attendant who will notify appropriate personnel.

Twenty-four-hour voicemail is available at the on-site Management Office for messages of non-

emergency nature.
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E. LANDSCAPE DAMAGE BY PETS – Any Homeowner whose pet(s) cause damage to lawns or

other common area landscaping from urination or trampling will be assessed for replacement

materials and labor. Homeowners will be assessed for pet damage caused by pets of their tenant

and any settlement will be strictly a matter between the tenant and the Homeowner.

F. LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE REQUESTS – Requests for maintenance to common area

landscaping must be submitted, in writing, on the JCCA Landscape Request form. Forms are

available at the on-site Management Office and in the box located outside of the on-site

Management Office, adjacent to the entry door. Please fill out the form, keeping the pink copy for

your records and return the request to the on-site office. Allow up to 30 days for completion of your

request. The JCCA Landscape Request form may also be used to request any landscaping changes

that you would like to make to your yard or adjoining common area. Please note that landscape

refers to soft scape materials and not hardscape materials. Hardscape materials require

Architectural approval. The form is due the Monday of the week prior to the week when the

Landscape Committee meeting will be held. For changes to the common area, a Landscape

Agreement form will also be required. Please contact the on-site office for more information.

G. CUSTOM PLANTING REQUESTS – The Landscape Committee reviews requests for custom

plantings by Homeowners and approves or denies such requests. A LANDSCAPE AGREEMENT

must be signed prior to implementation of the change. The agreement shall require that the

Homeowners maintain the altered landscaped area at their expense, including all irrigation and

replacing plants that have been added for seasonal “color” on a regular basis. Upon sale of

the property, the Association will notify the buyers through escrow and they must agree in writing

to continue maintaining the altered area or the area must be returned to its original standard at the

expense of the seller (or buyer). Association gardeners will then resume maintenance responsibility

for that area. Contact the Association office for additional information.

XII. COMMON AREA RESTRICTIONS

A. Any sport including organized baseball, football, or soccer or other activity (e.g., tree climbing)

which constitutes a nuisance in terms of damage to property or causes excessive noise is prohibited.

B. Tables and benches in addition to those installed by the Association shall not be permitted in the

greenbelts or any other common area. Other items such as tents and hammocks are not permitted

in common areas.

C. Motorcycles, bicycles, tricycles, and other wheeled toys are prohibited in landscaped areas. Bicycle

riding is prohibited within the fenced pool areas, on the tennis courts, green belt walkways and on

sidewalks. A bicycle rack is available adjacent to the Clubhouse. As a safety precaution, Residents,

their family members, tenants, guests, visitors, invitees, and agents should not play or ride bicycles

in the area of the Inlet Drive or Crown Drive access areas, except to enter or leave the Association.

D. Bicycles and other toys and sports equipment must be kept out of public view within the

Homeowner's lot when not in use.

E. The operation of unlicensed vehicles and motorized scooters is prohibited in JCCA; unlicensed

persons are prohibited from driving on JCCA streets.
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F. Skateboarding, skating, riding of scooters and biking are prohibited in pool areas and on the tennis

courts. No skating, riding of scooters or biking on walls, handrails, curbs, or other structures is

permitted.

G. Repair or replacement of any Association property damaged by a Homeowner, any member of their

household, tenant, or guest shall be at that Homeowner’s expense.

H. Drones are not permitted to be flown within the JCCA. Commercial drones are exempted from this

prohibition.

XIII. COMMON FACILITIES

A. CLUBHOUSE – The Clubhouse is available on a reservation basis for use by JCCA Residents for

their own personal events and not for non-Resident friends or organizations wishing to rent the

facility. The resident host must be present during the event. A security deposit (Additional deposit

required if using the Entertainment Center) and a use fee (Additional fee if using the Entertainment

Center) are mandatory. Please refer to the Clubhouse Fee Schedule available at the on-site office.

In addition, Residents must provide evidence of liability insurance and name the Association as an

Additional Insured. The following guidelines are to be observed for usage of the Clubhouse:

1. Call the on-site Management Office to determine if the facility is available. Come to the

on-site Management Office at least two weeks prior to your party to pick up a Clubhouse

Packet, to confirm your reservation with the security deposit and to sign a reservation

agreement. The full amount of the security deposit is refunded if there is no damage to the

Clubhouse amenities, all required clean-up (including removal of trash to your house for

disposal) and lock-up requirements are met, all rental furniture and equipment and any

personal belongings are removed prior to 11 a.m. the day after the function and the

Clubhouse is left in good condition with all furniture returned to its original location. Any

charges for cleaning in excess of normal cleaning costs will be deducted from your security

deposit; the remainder, if any, will be refunded. The cost of trash removal will also be

deducted from your deposit as will be the actual cost of hiring a commercial bin for its

removal.

2. The entertainment center is available for Cable TV, Apple TV, Wi-Fi, video (DVD), music

(CD or iPod), and Power Point presentations. Call the on-site Management Office before

an event to arrange a training session and submit a refundable deposit and a use fee for use

of the equipment. If the system is not working properly after use, the deposit will be used

to cover technical services required to repair the system. Any additional repair costs will

be billed to the Homeowner.

3. Seven (7) to ten (10) days prior to the date of your function return to the on-site

Management Office to pay the use fee. At that time, you will be asked to schedule

appointments for pre-party and post-party walk through inspections. Inspections are

scheduled Monday-Friday between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. If you are unable to keep

either of your appointments or if you are more than a few minutes late, the inspection will

be done without you by management personnel. You will be notified of any additional fees

that will be deducted from your security deposit. We suggest that you make every effort to

be present for both inspections to avoid misunderstandings about the condition of the

facility either before or after the party. Bring your Clubhouse Packet with you to the pre-

and post-party inspections for required signatures. Without proper signatures on the

inspection form, the Gate Attendant is not authorized to release the Clubhouse key to you.
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4. On the day of your event, present the Gate Attendant with the signed reservation receipt

and two copies of an alphabetized guest list. You may also enter your party list via the gate

access website prior to the event. The Clubhouse key will be given to you at that time.

5. Fire Department and Insurance regulations impose a limit of 130 persons maximum,

including caterers and entertainment groups.

6. JCCA policy requires that when the facility is to be used by minors, one parent per ten (10)

minors must be in attendance during the entire event.

7. The Clubhouse may not be used for profit making activities.

8. Residents may reserve the Clubhouse four (4) dates in any calendar year - twice on

weekends and an additional two (2) times on weekdays.

9. Reservation of the Clubhouse excludes use of the tennis courts and/or swimming pool.

Food and beverages may not be taken to the pool or tennis courts by party attendees.

10. Parties in the Clubhouse must end by 1:00 a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights and by

midnight Sunday through Thursday.

11. Furniture must not be removed from the interior of the Clubhouse.

12. Smoking is NOT permitted within the Clubhouse and surrounding concrete patio areas.

B. SWIMMING POOLS - are intended for the enjoyment of Residents of JCCA and their authorized

guests. A Resident host must accompany guests. Access to the pool areas is by use of the same

facilities key with the yellow tag that is used to open the pedestrian gates and tennis court gates.

Access to the restrooms is by keypad combination, which is re-coded periodically. Residents are

notified when the code is changed. The following rules are to be observed for use of the pools and

spas:

1. Pool and Spa hours are from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. weekdays and 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

on weekends.

2. The facilities shall not be used for pool-related profit-making activities, including, but not

limited to swim lessons or for-profit group classes to non-members. Please be advised this

restriction does not prevent a Member from receiving lessons in the pool area.

3. All persons using the pools do so at their own risk; the Association assumes no

responsibility for any accident or injury in connection with pool use or for any loss or

damage to personal property. Since there is no lifeguard on duty, Residents are solely

responsible for the actions of their family members, tenants, guests, visitors, or agents.

Children under the age of fourteen (14) shall not use the pool without a parent or adult

guardian in attendance.

4. A gate key must be used to gain access to the pool areas.

5. Access gates must be securely closed at all times.
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6. Swimmers must shower before entering the pool if they have applied skin lotion.

7. Running or pushing on or around the pool decks is prohibited. Skateboards, bicycles,

tricycles, surf mats, surfboards or other large objects are not allowed inside the fenced-in

pool areas.

8. Eating in the pool areas is only allowed at the tables. No food is allowed in the pool. Glass

bottles and glass objects are not allowed in the pool areas.

9. Pets are prohibited from being in the swimming pool and pool areas. However, in order to

accommodate the needs of disabled residents, service dogs, signal dogs or guide dogs, and

assistive animals are allowed to be in the pool area but are not allowed in the pool because

of State and County Health Ordinances.

Out of a concern for the safety and well-being of the animals, all assistive animals are to

be harnessed, leashed, or tethered in the pool area. A service dog, signal dog or guide dog

that provides services to a disabled person, who is using the pool, may sit at the edge of the

pool if the disabled resident provides a doctor's certificate to the Association substantiating

the necessity of the animal's presence at the edge of the pool to accommodate the resident's

disability and that the animal will be able to provide the necessary accommodation to the

resident using the pool.

Nonetheless, the Board will consider any requests for a reasonable accommodation or

modification of these policies, on a case-by-case basis, upon receipt of a physician's

certificate of disability specifying that, because of the resident's disability, the assistive

animal must be allowed in the immediate pool area.

10. Any damage to equipment or furnishings in the pool areas shall be promptly reported to

the on- site Management Office.

11. Unduly loud and disturbing noise, including loud radios, is not permitted.

12. Persons who are incontinent or not yet toilet trained must wear diapers with leak proof

rubber pants or swim diapers when in the pool. Persons who have had diarrhea previous in

the previous two (2) weeks should refrain from using the pool due to health risks.

13. Showers must be turned off after use.

14. Trash, papers, etc. must be placed into the proper containers.

15. Smoking is NOT permitted within any pool areas.

C. SPAS – Spas are therapeutic pools. Temperature at the three (3) spas is maintained between 102

and 104 degrees. Due to the maintained temperatures and the harmful effect this type of heat can

have on certain people, Residents should consult their doctor prior to entering a spa.

D. TENNIS COURTS – JCCA tennis courts are on a first-come, first-served basis and are intended

for the exclusive use of Association members or Residents and their accompanied guests. A

Resident host must accompany any guest that wishes to use the tennis courts. The following rules

must be observed when using the tennis courts:
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1. Hours of use are 7:00 a.m. – 10:00 p.m. weekdays and 8:00 a.m. – 10:00 p.m. weekends

and holidays.

2. All persons using the courts do so at their own risk; the Association assumes no

responsibility for any accident or injury in connection with court use or for any loss or

damage to personal property. Residents gain access by using the same facilities key with

the yellow tag that is used to open the pedestrian gates and pool gates.

3. Courts 1 & 2 can be lit for night play by using the light timer.

4. JCCA tennis facilities shall not be used for profit making activities, including but not

limited to, tennis lessons to non-members. Please be advised, this restriction does not limit

a Member’s ability to receive lessons in the JCCA tennis facilities.

5. Players are entitled to play up to 1 1/2 hours. When courts are full, waiting players should

"rack up" to establish their priority. To "rack up" waiting players place racquet on the rack

in order of arrival. Players having the highest priority on the rack take the first available

court. Players who complete their time may continue to play if no one is waiting.

6. If there are players waiting, a single player must vacate the court.

7. Tennis clothing & tennis shoes are required. Shirts and tops must be worn at all times.

8. Food is not allowed on the courts; beverages must be in non-breakable containers and are

to be removed when play is completed.

9. Tennis Pro Policy and Group Lessons – Any tennis pro must be invited by a tennis playing

Resident, like any other guest. Resident must display the facility key with the yellow tag

while on the court and the pro and Resident must abide by all court rules. If tennis playing

Resident organizes a group lesson, the group must consist only of JCCA tennis playing

Residents. All court rules must be followed.

10. Dark-soled, non-tennis type shoes that mark the courts are not allowed on JCCA courts.

11. Smoking is NOT permitted within any tennis court.

12. Tennis courts are to be used for playing tennis only. No other activity allowed.

XIV. ENFORCEMENT OF RULES FOR USAGE OF ALL COMMON AREA

FACILITIES

Any person within the fenced areas enclosing pools or tennis courts may be asked by JCCA

personnel or other authorized person, at any time, to demonstrate that he or she has authority to use

the facility. Proof of authority can be by presentation of your facilities key with the required

attached JCCA ID tag or by presentation of a driver’s license showing a JCCA address.

Any person who is unable to show proof of rightful access to pool or tennis courts may be asked to

leave the area. Gates to all enclosed common facilities are to remain locked at all times.
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XV. SOLICITATION

Solicitation of any type including charities, door-to-door sales efforts, and canvassing, or any other

type of solicitation is expressly prohibited in JCCA. However, this prohibition does not attempt to

limit any of the rights of assembly and non-commercial speech required under Civil Code section

4515.

XVI. ROOFS

The Association is responsible for roof repairs that meet the criteria as specified in the CC&Rs. 

Residents shall not tamper with or walk on the roof of any house without prior written approval from 

the on-site Manager. Please keep trees and vines away from the eaves and roofline. The Association 

is not responsible for skylight repairs or for leaks related to their installation. 

A. ROOF ACCESS POLICY – No Unauthorized Person May Walk On Roofs – This includes

Residents, real estate agents, inspectors, painters, contractors, cable, satellite or skylight installers.

Because the Association is responsible for maintaining the roofs, prior written approval from the

Association’s Management Office is required to allow the Association’s roofing contractor to

perform inspections prior to and after the roof has been accessed.

B. TERMITE TENTING PROCEDURES - Tenting is permitted provided that all of the Homeowners

in the pod are in agreement. The on-site Management Office must be informed prior to the work

being performed in order to make arrangements with our roofing contractor to perform a pre- and

post-tenting inspection. This inspection is performed in order to determine the number of broken

tiles before and after the tenting. The Homeowners of the tented properties will be held responsible

for the cost of replacing any tiles that are broken during the tenting process. The Board of Directors

asks that you please adhere to the above policy and notify the office, in advance, of your plans to

tent, so that the proper procedures can be followed.

XVII. LOUD AND DISTURBING NOISE

Loud and disturbing noise by Residents, their family members, tenants, guests, visitors, or pets is

not permitted within Jasmine Creek.

Loud or disturbing noise from voices at functions, or from any electrical, mechanical, or other

device capable of carrying volume intensity to unreasonably interfere with the peace and quiet of

other persons is prohibited. Any violations should be reported to the on-site Manager during normal

working hours or reported directly to the City of Newport Beach Police department if noise

enforcement issues need to be addressed.

XVIII. PETS

City of Newport Beach Municipal Code, Section 7.04.020 requires that any person having charge of an 

animal shall not allow the animal to commit any nuisance on public or private property. 

A. CLEAN UP AFTER YOUR PET – Association Rules require that you pick up after your pet,

including service or other assistance animals. Please carry necessary items when walking your pet

so that you can remove any litter left in common area. Disposal of pet waste must be in designated

trash containers at the entrance of the greenbelts and is not permitted in grass or ivy-covered
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common area or in other trash containers, such as those located inside the pool areas. Please be 

considerate in this matter. Violators shall be fined, with possible suspension of privileges. 

B. LEASHES REQUIRED – Unleashed dogs are not permitted on greenbelts, streets, or other

common areas. Dogs are not permitted to be tied up or otherwise left unattended, under any

circumstances, in common areas including in front yards, at the pools, or Clubhouse.

XIX. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY

All Lots shall be used for no purpose other than residential purposes. There shall be no business or

commercial activity conducted on or from any residential Lot within JCCA, (Article X, CC&Rs).

No Lot, residence, or dwelling unit (including the bedroom, kitchen and bath) may be leased or

rented for a period of thirty (30) consecutive calendar days or less. Homeowners that have applied

for and were issued a valid short term lodging permit from the City of Newport Beach are permitted

to lease or rent their Lot for a period of thirty (30) consecutive calendar days or less. A copy of the

short-term lodging permit shall be provided to the Association.

XX. SPEED LIMIT

The maximum speed of any vehicle used on Association streets is twenty miles per hour (20 MPH).

All Owners, Residents, and their guests or invitees must ensure that they are operating their vehicles

in a safe manner at all times.

XXI. GARAGE DOORS

Garage doors are to be maintained in a closed position. However, residents may keep their garage

door open for reasonable periods of time, if they are home. When the resident is not present, the

garage door must be closed.

XXII. REAL ESTATE SIGNS

A. JCCA, as a courtesy, provides an OPEN HOUSE sign which is available at the guardhouse. It is

intended for use as a directional aid at the Main Entrance to Jasmine Creek. The first Real Estate

Agent or Broker who comes into the community that day should install the sign as a directional aid

for all OPEN HOUSE visitors to JCCA that day. Do NOT use THIS sign anywhere other than at

the Main Entrance to JCCA.

B. Directional maps are available at the guard gate or at the on-site office located at 110 Jasmine

Creek Drive. The maps are to be used as an aid in getting visitors to your OPEN HOUSE.

The JCCA strongly encourages you to mark the location of your OPEN HOUSE and make

multiple copies IN ADVANCE of your OPEN HOUSE to leave at the Guard House.

C. One Jasmine Creek approved directional OPEN HOUSE sign may be placed at the Clubhouse and

one OPEN HOUSE sign may be placed directly in front of the property being held open. A third

OPEN HOUSE sign may be placed approximately halfway between the Clubhouse sign and the

sign directly in front of the property being held open. Said sign cannot exceed 216 square inches

(which complies with the City of Newport Beach Sign Code–Section 20.42.090). There are no other

signs, name riders, pictures, balloons, flags or other “attention getters” allowed in or on JCCA

property. If a Real Estate Agent or Broker installs any of the above noted items during an OPEN
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HOUSE, the items will be removed and disposed of. If a Real Estate Agent or Broker violates this 

or any other JCCA rule or regulation on more than one occasion, that agent or broker will have 

his/her privileges suspended indefinitely for any future OPEN HOUSES until a hearing with the 

Board of Directors can be set and the agent or broker can be heard. 

D. Please come to the Jasmine Creek Management Office at 110 Jasmine Creek Drive from Monday

through Friday between the hours of 9:30 AM to Noon and 1:30 PM to 4:00 PM for directional

signs for your personal use. Up to three signs are issued. A deposit per sign is required. To receive

a refund of your deposit, all signs must be returned to the JCCA Management Office.

E. Only one (1) Jasmine Creek Approved “FOR SALE” sign is allowed per property. Approved signs

shall be 12” by 18” (and in no event larger than 216 square inches) and MUST display the Jasmine

Creek logo, CAN display the name of the Real Estate Agent or Broker, MUST display the name of

the Real Estate Company and MUST display one (1) Telephone Number only. The sign background

can only be completely WHITE in color and all logos, lettering, names and telephone numbers shall

be in the color Jasmine Creek BLUE only. Any other signs are NOT in compliance with JCCA sign

rules and regulations and will be removed and disposed of. Name riders, pictures, sold signs,

pending signs or any other riders excepting small flyer boxes which attach to the For Sale sign

stakes are NOT permitted. If a Real Estate Agent or Broker installs or attaches any of the items

before mentioned to the “FOR SALE” sign, said sign will be removed and disposed of. If a Real

Estate Agent or Broker violates this or any other JCCA rule or regulation on more than one

occasion, that agent or broker will have his/her privileges suspended indefinitely for any future

OPEN HOUSES until a hearing with the Board of Directors can be set and that agent or broker can

be heard.

F. Call the Jasmine Creek Management Office at (949) 760-2664 to order an APPROVED sign(s).

G. OPEN HOUSE can only be held on Saturdays and Sundays between the hours of 12:00 Noon to

5:00 PM. Moreover, OPEN HOUSE for Realtor “previews” can only be held between the hours of

10:00 AM to 2:00 PM on the specific day of the week that “previews” occur (currently on

Thursdays in the Newport Beach Association of Realtors). No other days or times for OPEN

HOUSE are acceptable by JCCA. If a Real Estate Agent or Broker attempts to have an OPEN

HOUSE on any other day than those days noted above, the OPEN HOUSE signs will be removed

and that agent or brokers rights for further OPEN HOUSE shall be suspended pending a Hearing

with the Board of Directors. Moreover, if a Real Estate Agent or Broker attempts to exceed the

times for OPEN HOUSE as stated above, that agent’s or broker’s signs will be removed and that

agent or brokers rights for further OPEN HOUSE shall be suspended pending a hearing with the

Board of Directors.

H. “FOR SALE” signs may only be installed in a planter area directly adjacent to the Property that is

being offered for sale. For Sale or directional signs are NOT allowed in lawn areas. The JCCA will

re-position any sign that is placed in the lawn area. In the event any damage to irrigation lines or

sprinklers occurs as a result of a Real Estate Agent or Broker placing ANY sign in the lawn area,

the Homeowner of that property will be charged for the repair and/or replacement required as a

result of the damage caused thereby.
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XXIII. FLAGS

A flag may be flown from a pole attached by means of a bracket mounted on the fascia board or 

other appropriate location approved by the JCCA on-site General Manager. The height of the pole 

shall not exceed the highest point of the existing dwelling on the Lot. 

XXIV. OUTDOOR LIGHTING/ORNAMENTS

Flashing, glaring, or revolving lights are not permitted. However, holiday lighting in season is 

permitted. Removal from structures and private yard landscape is required within 30 days after the 

holiday. No holiday lighting/ornaments are to be installed on common area landscaping, i.e.: 

shrubs, trees, hedges, lawns. “Bistro” style decorative lighting must be affixed to patio covers or 

eaves and require Architectural Committee approval prior to installation. 

“Bistro” style decorative lighting must be affixed to patio covers or eaves located on back patios 

and/or on back awnings. Furthermore, Architectural Committee approval is required prior to 

installation. Any request to install bistro style decorative lighting in the front of a Lot will be denied. 

XXV. LAUNDRY

Laundry such as clothing, bedding, towels and/or rugs may not be hung on fences, gates, or decks.

XXVI. VEHICLE WASHING

Residents may wash their vehicles, or have an outside vendor wash their vehicles, only on their 

driveway. The blocking of neighbors’ driveways by either another resident or an outside vendor is 

prohibited. Street signs indicating “No Parking This Side” must be observed and adhered to by 

Residents and vendors while washing vehicles. 

XXVII. TRASH PICKUP

No rubbish or debris of any kind shall be placed or permitted to be placed or accumulate on or 

adjacent to a Lot or the Common Area. Trash collection by the City of Newport Beach is on Fridays 

except on a week when the following holidays fall on a WEEKDAY: New Year’s Day, Memorial 

Day, July 4th, Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas. The pickup will then be postponed until 

Saturday. Trash put at curbside for City pickup shall be placed in the containers provided by the 

City, unless other prior arrangements have been made by the Resident. Trash may not be set out 

earlier than 3:00PM before the scheduled pickup day and empty containers must be removed 

no later than 8:00PM of the day the trash is picked up or a fine will be imposed (see Fine Schedule 

in Article XXXIII). 

XXVIII. EXAMININING AND OBTAINING ASSOCIATION 

DOCUMENTS 

Homeowners have the right to examine and obtain copies of certain records of the Association for 

the current fiscal year and for each of the previous two fiscal years. Your Request For Documents 

must be in writing. Request Forms are available at the on-site Management Office. 
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XXIX. RECOUNT OF ELECTION RESULTS

Homeowners may request that the ballots of any election conducted in JCCA be recounted. This 

request must be in writing. The Homeowner making this request must pay for the cost associated 

with the recount including the time spent by the Inspector of Elections. 

XXX. ARCHITECTURAL CHANGE POLICY

The Association is responsible for, among other things, preserving the architectural character and 

attractiveness of the Property, as defined in the Association’s Governing Documents as they may 

have been periodically amended. Among other things, the Association is given the power to 

administer and enforce architectural and landscaping controls under the provisions of Article V of 

the CC&Rs. These Guidelines are intended to provide and/or supplement a framework by which 

the Association addresses these responsibilities and are designed to give Homeowners guidance in 

designing proposed improvements and in preparing the package of plans and other documents for 

submission to the Architectural Committee (“ARC” or “Committee”), so that they can be reviewed 

on a timely basis and are more likely to be approved.  

In addition to the foregoing, desired changes must conform to all applicable City of Newport Beach 

Building Codes, ordinances, and regulations. The Homeowner or their agent is responsible for 

securing City approvals and building permits. 

Over the years, a step-by-step procedure has been established to assist the Homeowner in obtaining 

Association approval for additions or alterations. The first step in the procedure is to obtain an 

Architectural Application at the on-site Management Office prior to commencing any exterior work 

on your home. 

Architectural Applications are available at the on-site Management Office and on the Association’s 

website at www.jasminecreek.org. Your completed application including two (2) final drawings, 

specifications and color samples must be submitted to the Architectural Committee for study and 

approval. The Architectural Committee meets the second Thursday of each month to review 

applications. All completed and final applications, including the application fee and deposit, 

received by the on-site Management Office no later than the Wednesday (2) two weeks prior to the 

Architectural Committee meeting, will be deemed submitted at the next meeting. All completed 

applications not received by the on-site Management Office by the Wednesday (2) two weeks prior 

to the Architectural Committee meeting, will be deemed submitted at the following meeting. The 

thirty (30) day time limit set forth in the last sentence of Article V, Section 1 of the CC&Rs begin 

upon submission of the application as defined in this paragraph. Management will forward only 

completed applications to the Committee. The Association shall retain the original copy of the 

approved application in the master lot file and a duplicate copy shall be returned to the Homeowner. 

Please refer to the newsletter for date of the monthly Architectural meeting, the Jasmine Creek 

website or bulletin board located outside of the Clubhouse. 

A. APPROVAL TIME – The Architectural Committee reserves the right to postpone approval of an

application for the maximum time allowed in the CC&Rs for major remodels and for other

applications which the Committee determines, in its sole discretion, to investigate in more detail.

The Committee reserves the right to postpone approval of incomplete applications. These 

applications shall be completed by the applicant and re-submitted. 

http://www.jasminecreek.org/
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Preliminary drawings may be presented to the Architectural Committee for study and guidance. 

Any such drawings must be marked “preliminary”. This step may be bypassed; however, it may 

save you the time and expense of revising finished drawings. Presentation of preliminary drawings 

does not constitute submission of plans and specifications for purposes of the thirty (30) day time 

limit set forth in the last sentence of Article V, Section 1 of the CC&Rs. 

B. SUBMITTAL OF CONSTRUCTION PLANS: Construction drawings and specifications shall be

prepared in accordance with requirements for clarity and completeness consistent with the

requirements of the Newport Beach Community Development Department. It is strongly

recommended that all drawings involving structural changes be submitted for a preliminary plan

check by the City of Newport Beach Community Development Department to verify compliance

with City building codes and zoning regulations prior to submittal to the Architectural Committee.

If the proposed improvement requires a permit from the City of Newport Beach, then the 

Architectural Committee may issue a “conditional approval”. The Homeowner will be required to 

provide proof of permit to the on-site Management Office. At that time, the “conditional approval” 

will become final approval and work can commence. 

Homeowners are encouraged to attend the publicized monthly Architectural Committee meetings 

to discuss architectural changes, either for their own property, or to a neighboring property where 

the proposed changes will impact them directly. Their attendance or that of an agent (architect, 

designer or contractor) can be beneficial to answer possible questions the Committee may have. 

Persons renting property are ineligible to attend. In the event an applicant chooses to designate an 

agent to address the Architectural Committee on their behalf, the applicant must first complete a 

“Limited Representative Agreement” and submit the same to the on-site Management Office one 

(1) week in advance of the meeting. A copy of the Limited Representative Agreement can be

obtained from the Manager.

Committee members are the only persons present for the final discussions and vote. Homeowners 

will be notified of the Committee’s decision, in writing, after the meeting. 

C. ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS FOR MAJOR CHANGES: A list of guidelines for minor

and major modifications is available at the on-site Management Office, which may be amended

from time to time.

D. RIGHT OF ENTRY: When construction requires the use of adjoining property for purposes of

transporting labor and materials, the applicant shall provide at least 24-hour written notice to the

adjoining Homeowner (or the Association if the property adjoins common area) for “right of entry”

during the course of construction.

E. CHANGES DURING CONSTRUCTION: Involving exterior appearances requires additional

approval of the Architectural Committee. Failure to obtain the necessary approval from the

Architectural Committee or to comply with specifications and/or conditions of approval of all

modification(s) constitutes a violation of the CC&Rs. This may require modifications or removal

of the work at the Homeowner’s expense. Any modification(s) made in violation of the

Architectural Application approval, the Architectural Change Policy and/or the CC&Rs will result

in forfeiture of the applicant’s deposit. In addition, if correction(s) of the violation(s) are not made

within 90 (ninety) days of notification, the applicant will be assessed a fine each month until the

violation(s) has been corrected. Please refer to Article XXXIII of these Rules for the current fine

schedule.
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F. TIME PERIODS: All work must be started and completed within the following time frames for

each project category as defined by the Architectural Committee in the architectural application

package.

1. Category 1 - Minor modifications must begin within 90 days after Architectural Committee

approval and be completed within 180 days after such approval.

2. Category 2 - Major modifications must begin within 180 days of Architectural Committee

approval and be completed within 180 days after such approval.

3. Category 3 - Major modifications must begin within 180 days of Architectural Committee

approval and be completed within 1 (one) year after such approval.

4. Interior Modifications - The Board, within its reasonable discretion, may set a completion

time period for any internal remodeling not requiring Architectural Committee approval,

to maintain harmony with adjoining wall Homeowner(s) and other surrounding neighbors.

The start date must be coordinated with on-site General Manager. Time extensions will

require JCCA Board’s approval.

5. Failure to Comply - Failure to begin the work within the prescribed time frames will cause

the approval to be rescinded and resubmission of the Architectural Application is required.

Projects not completed within the required time period shall be fined according to the fine

schedule. Please refer to Article XXXIII of these Rules.

G. WORKMANSHIP – Construction work must be performed in a manner consistent with the

construction standards of the existing dwelling and in conformance with the appearance of the

community. Any work considered to be of an unsightly finished nature or of lesser quality than the

prevailing community standards will be required to be re-done to an acceptable standard.

H. INSPECTION – The Association may, but is not obligated to, perform periodic inspections of

construction to ensure compliance with approved plans. Homeowners are required to ensure that

all improvements are installed in accordance with approved plans. Homeowners must correct, at

Homeowner’s sole expense, any unapproved deviations from approved plans, whether identified

during the inspection process or after completion of the improvement.

I. COMPLETION OF PROJECT – Within thirty (30) days of completion of the work, the

Homeowner shall notify on-site Management who will coordinate final inspection by the

Architectural Committee.

J. APPEALS/VARIANCE PROCEDURES – Homeowner Appeals shall be submitted directly to the

JCCA Board of Directors within ten (10) days of the date noted on the written notification of the

Architectural Committee’s decision to deny the Application.

Article V, Section 4 of the CC&Rs allows for a Homeowner whose Architectural Application has 

been denied to request a Variance. If your Application is denied by the Architectural Committee, 

you may submit a request for a Variance. Please note that the Variance Procedures per the CC&Rs 

refers only to Applications that have been denied. If your Architectural Application is approved by 

the Architectural Committee, but you do not agree with the specifications set forth in the approval, 

you must submit a new Application. You must include samples, specific materials, and colors for 

the proposed improvements in your new Application. You may not begin work until your new 

Application has been reviewed and approved, in writing, by the Architectural Committee. Work 

must be completed exactly as approved, or you will be in violation. 

Impacted Neighbor Concerns/Impacted Neighbor Appeal of An Approved Application: Impacted 

neighbors are encouraged to express their concerns regarding how a neighbor’s proposed 
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improvements will impact them. They may do so in writing, or in person at the Architectural 

Committee meeting when the Application will be reviewed by the Architectural Committee. 

Neighbor concerns will be taken into consideration by the Architectural Committee during their 

review process. If the Architectural Committee approves the Application, an impacted neighbor 

may then request an Appeal directly to the JCCA Board of Directors within ten (10) days of the 

date referenced on the written notification of the Architectural Committee’s decision. Contact the 

on- site Management Office for additional information. 

K. FAILURE TO SUBMIT APPLICATION AND OBTAIN APPROVAL – Failure to submit the

required Architectural Application and to obtain necessary written approval from the Architectural

Committee will constitute a violation of the CC&Rs and may require modifications or removal of

the improvements at the expense of the Homeowner.

L. MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS:

1. Project Site Management:

a) All projects must comply with City of Newport Beach Construction Site Fencing

and Screening requirements, as applicable (NBMC Chapter 15.60).

b) In addition, projects of any size involving outdoor storage of construction

materials or the use of trash trailers must provide construction fencing as

required in NBMC Chapter 15.60.

c) No contractor signage is permitted on construction site fencing.

d) Dumpster and trash trailers:

1. Dumpsters and trash trailers that cannot be accommodated on Homeowner

driveways must have permits issued by JCCA on-site Management.

Permits are limited to thirty (30) calendar days for small dumpsters and

sixty (60) calendar days for large dumpsters. The limits may be extended

with approval from on-site Management.

2. Dumpsters located on Association property must have cones marking their

perimeter and must be posted with signs displaying the permit time period.

3. All dumpsters and trash trailers must be covered with lids or tarps to

prevent access by birds or blowing of debris.  Dumpsters and trailers must

be emptied when full.

4. All dumpsters with steel wheels must have wood under the wheels.

5. No contractor signage is permitted on dumpsters or trash trailers.

e) Portable toilets are permitted if they are not visible from the Common Areas,

streets, neighboring properties, or greenbelts, and are serviced frequently to

avoid offensive smells.

f) Storage bins/pods are allowed for a maximum of fourteen (14) calendar days

with authorization from JCCA on-site management.  If additional storage time

is needed, storage bins/pods must be stored off-site.

g) Project job sites must be maintained in a clean and neat order at all times.  All

construction clean-up is the responsibility of the homeowner.  The Association

will not clean the street or pick up trash or other construction debris left by

construction workers.  Streets and sidewalks in front of the project must be swept

daily. If a Homeowners fails to fulfill this obligation, the Board may, within its

sole discretion, cause the clean-up and assess the cost of the same to the

Homeowner, after being provided with notice and a hearing. A fine in

accordance with the Association’s fine policy may also be levied on the

Homeowner’s account.
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h) An inspection of the Common Area around the home will be conducted prior to

the commencement of construction.  Any damage to mailboxes, sprinklers, lawn,

driveways, sidewalks, streets or any other common area amenities will be

repaired by the Association and billed to the homeowner.

i) Posted “No Parking” fire lane restrictions and all other Association traffic

control signs must be heeded by construction crews. Homeowners are

responsible for fines levied against their construction crews.

j) JCCA hours of construction are as follows: (a) Monday through Friday 7:00 a.m.

to 6:30 p.m. (b) Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and (c) at no time on Sunday or

Federal Holidays. In consideration of your neighbors, it is preferred that no noisy

construction take place on Saturday.

M. DOORS, WINDOWS, GATES & FENCES: Windows, Doors, Front Doors, Utility Doors, Exterior

Window and Door Coverings, Garden Walls/Fences, Side Walls, and Gates require Architectural

approval prior to being installed. All doors, windows, gates, and fences must be painted an

approved JCCA color and cannot be left in their natural state. Screening materials on gates and

fences are not permitted. Utility doors shall be true louvered for ventilation. All doors and windows

on the same elevation must be replaced with approved compatible materials of the same color. All

exterior window and door frames, except French doors, shall have the same color of trim throughout

the entire Lot.

Glass garage doors (containing 4 or more glass panels) and glass front gates must be approved by 

the Architectural Committee prior to installation.  Applications must meet the following 

requirements: 

a) A full color picture of the existing front exterior, or professionally drawn documents

depicting the home’s exterior for new construction must be supplied.

b) Door style must be harmonious with the entire exterior details of the residence.

c) Gate frames, window trim, wood trim and fascia colors must be compatible with the

proposed garage door.

d) Any front gates must match style of garage door.

e) Glass must be opaque and laminated.  No transparent glass permitted.

N. DRAINAGE POLICY: Gutters and downspouts that carry rainwater to the ground must deposit

water flow onto a Homeowner’s property and continue the flow in a direction such that the water

has a path leading to a street gutter contiguous to the Homeowner’s property or a recognized

drainage collector on or contiguous to the Homeowner’s property. Said path can run over the

Homeowner’s unimproved ground or impervious driveway or sidewalk, as the case may be, or can

be accomplished with underground piping. In the event underground piping is employed, the piping

must have a downward slope with the run ending in a proper exit in the street gutter or drainage

collector. The Homeowner must maintain the underground piping and its exit. No existing drains

may be blocked or changed in any way without prior approval of the Architectural Committee.  For

any changes to hardscape, all existing ground drains and any proposed changes must be clearly

identified on the plans submitted for Architectural Committee review.

O. EXPOSED EQUIPMENT, such as water softeners and air conditioning equipment, must be

screened from the street and must be approved by the Architectural Committee.

P. COMPOSITE MATERIALS GUIDELINES: Must be approved by the Architectural Committee

prior to installation. The Architectural Committee will consider composite-based building products

in lieu of wood or wrought iron in the following areas:
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1. Patio structures

2. Gates

3. Sunshades

4. Arbors

5. Trellises and lattices

6. Gazebos

7. Decks

8. Handrails

9. Fences

10. Wall cps

11. Siding on homes (If replacing existing siding, all elevations of the home must be included.)

12. Fascia (If replacing existing fascia, all elevations of the home must be included.)

The Architectural Committee is charged by the Board with the responsibility to support and uphold the 

harmony of external design, size and location in relation to surrounding structures and topography. 

Therefore, the following apply:  

1. The material must meet the highest standards in the industry with appropriate warranties.

NOTE: Products that are defined as “vinyl” are intentionally not included in the

Association’s definition of “highest industry standards” and accordingly are not an

approved material, except for windows.

2. A JCCA construction consultant may be engaged to determine material feasibility and to

guard against inferior product material. The cost of utilizing the same shall be at the

expense of the applicant.

3. Examples of acceptable composite materials will be available in the on-site Management

Office and updated periodically.

Q. PATIO STRUCTURES, SUNSHADES, ARBORS, TRELLISES, GAZEBOS 

AND/OR HARDSCAPE ADDITIONS OR CHANGES: 

The Architectural Committee shall review the height and placement of these structures to be certain 

that they do not obstruct neighbors’ views and to determine that all exposed surfaces harmonize 

with the colors of the existing dwelling. The side elevations of structures included in this section 

shall not be enclosed in any manner, except in the case where a wall of a main dwelling forms a 

natural enclosure to some or all portions of a side elevation. 

Materials approved for use on the top of these structures are (1) materials matching the existing 

roof of the dwelling (2) flat plastic or fiberglass panels in neutral tones of beige (3) glass panels, 

(4) solid or spaced wood, and (5) fabric. Unacceptable construction materials include metal

structures and supports including metal awnings, corrugated plastic, plastic webbing and reed-like

or straw-like materials.

R. PRIVATE POOLS: Drainage and pool construction standards shall conform to overall

development, grading, and drainage standards and to the City codes and standards. It is strongly

recommended that the service of a soil engineer be retained to review pool plans and specifications

prior to executing a construction contract.

Pool heaters shall be of the stack-less type. All pool equipment shall be screened from sight of 

adjacent property and from the view of any public right-of-way. It shall be located or sound 

attenuated in such manner so that it does not disturb the occupants of adjacent and nearby 

properties. 
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S. SATELLITE DISH / ANTENNA INSTALLATION PROCEDURE: The Association has the legal

authority to regulate the placement of satellite dishes/antennas under the Federal Communications

Commission's (FCC) Over the Air Reception Device (OTARD) Rule, which was adopted by the

FCC in October of 1996. The OTARD Rule provides that the Association may prohibit satellite

dishes/antennas on Common Areas which are under the Association's control and maintained by

the Association. Homeowners and residents are only allowed to place satellite dishes/antennas in

areas under the exclusive use and control of the Homeowners or residents.

The Association wants to avoid any confusion as to where to place the satellite dishes/antennas and 

needs to make sure that installations do not damage the roofs or Common Areas which would be 

very expensive to repair. Such repairs would cost all Association members money in the long run 

and could lead to assessment increases. 

The Board wants to allow Homeowners and residents to place satellite dishes in pre-approved 

locations, where good reception can be received. 

The following rules, consistent with Civil Code Section 4725, will apply to all satellite dishes and 

antennas currently installed and to any dishes and antennas which may be installed in the future. 

Please read and follow these rules carefully. 

1. Satellite dishes must be one meter in diameter (39.37 inches) or less.

2. Satellite dishes/antennas may be affixed to the fascia board (below the edge of the roof),

patio cover or other post or column, or be placed on the resident’s patio or balcony on a

tripod stand which is set on the patio or balcony floor. Satellite dishes/antennas should be

sited so they are as much as possible out of the sight of neighbors so as to preserve their

views and the aesthetics of the community. For safety reasons, satellite dishes/antennas

must be securely fastened to a secure mount and may not be placed on top of a wall or

fence.

3. Satellite dishes/antennas may be installed on the roof of the Homeowner's residence, but

should be as close to the chimney as possible in order to lessen the visibility of the

dishes/antennas. In accordance with the Association's roof access policy and procedures,

Homeowners must notify the Association's on-site manager of any work that requires

access to the roof. Failure to comply with the roof access policy and any damage caused

by the Homeowner or the Homeowner's installer will be the responsibility of the

Homeowner.

4. Homeowners who have difficulty with reception at the approved locations should contact

the Association's on-site Manager, who will arrange an inspection to determine potential

alternative locations for placement of the dish/antenna in order to receive an acceptable

signal.

5. All wiring for satellite dishes or antennas must be installed to minimize visibility and must

be neat in appearance. Wherever feasible, cable must be placed inside channels that run

from the roof eave to the ground.

6. Homeowners are required to remove any inactive satellite dishes or antennas within sixty

(60) days of becoming inactive. Upon the transfer of ownership of a residence, the seller

must remove the satellite dish or antenna prior to the close of escrow. The new Homeowner

assumes responsibility for an inactive satellite dish or antenna that was not removed by the

seller.
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7. If you have any questions, please contact the Association's on-site manager

T. SKYLIGHT COLOR POLICY: All skylights must be clear, smoke or bronze colored; and frames

must be smoke or bronzed colored. THE COST FOR REPAIRS OF SKYLIGHTS OR FOR ROOF

LEAK(S) THAT ARE RELATED TO SKYLIGHT INSTALLATION WILL BE BORNE BY THE

HOMEOWNER. THIS INFORMATION IS DISCLOSED DURING THE ESCROW PERIOD UPON

SALE OF THE PROPERTY. Installers are to follow installation guidelines provided by

Association. These guidelines must be obtained from the on-site Management Office.

Completed installation will be inspected by Association roofer. The cost of this inspection will

be borne by Homeowner. Homeowners are also responsible for the costs associated with the

preparation of a covenant by the Association's legal counsel.

U. URNS, POTS, PLANTERS AND TRELLISES – Urns, pots and planters, if placed on top of

perimeter exterior and retaining walls, should be exactly the same in: size, color, material and

texture. Color should be neutral and unobtrusive. No artificial flowers, shrubs, plants or trees are

allowed. Any statuary or animations are to be placed within the interior walls. No trellises or lattice

are allowed on perimeter exterior walls, and retaining walls as well as any balcony or stairway

railings. Foliage and flowers must be well maintained at all times.

V. WOOD GABLE REPLACEMENT POLICY: Wood gable garage replacement is allowed for the

repainting project where old wood is replaced by an approved Composite Material product in a

seamless installation. Homeowner must fill out an Architectural Application and pay the

Application fee. Approval by one committee member shall be allowed to accommodate paint

schedule requirements.

W. SOLAR PANELS: See on-site General Manager for current policy.

X. DRIVEWAY MODIFICATIONS: Homeowners may request to modify the driveways by

submitting an Architectural Application, obtaining the written approval of the Architectural

Committee, and paying the costs associated with the preparation of a Driveway Covenant by the

Association's legal counsel. The Covenant will be recorded with the County Recorder's Office and

may affect the title to the property.

Y. VIEWS: As originally constructed, certain Lots have a view or partial view. The intended view of

all Homeowners shall be determined in accordance with the procedures set forth in this Section.

The Committee shall be responsible for determining the Intended View. In the event of

disagreement with any Homeowner, the decision of the Board of the Association shall be final and

conclusive.

1. The “View” from a Lot means the contiguous substantive field of vision from anywhere

on a Lot by a person standing or sitting on said Lot, and from second floor windows and

balconies to a distant location(s), such as the ocean, gully, trees, hill, greenbelt, or other

similar sight(s).

2. Heights and placement of structures and landscaping in this section shall not obstruct the

intended Views of impacted homeowners.

3. In the event a Homeowner applies for and is authorized to install additional windows on

their Lot, adding or expanding balconies, moving fences to increase a fenced area, or

lowering the height of a fence, the location for the new installation is not subject to the

same View rights. Further, no neighboring Owner not the Association shall be required to
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remove any existing structure, landscaping, trees, etc. to create a View from the newly 

installed window, balcony, increased fenced area of the Lot, or reduced fence height. The 

intent of this section to preserve the intended View from a Lot, not to expand or reduce the 

same.  

Z. EXTERIOR DECKS, HANDRAILS, AND STAIRS: New or replacement decks or stairs on the

outside of a residence are considered a major modification and must meet the JCCA requirements

and fees for the project.

New or replacement of exterior handrails are considered a minor modification and must meet the

JCCA requirements and fees for the project.

Any exact replacement of a deck, exterior hand railings, or stairs on a residence requires drawings 

which will be reviewed by the Architectural Committee to verify that the project is a true 

replacement and not a modification or upgrade. An exact replacement of a deck, exterior hand 

railings, or stairs, may or may not receive an Architectural Committee challenge and is considered 

a minor modification. 

Decks:  

New or expanded decks (as well as deck reductions) will require close review and scrutiny by the 

Architectural Committee to include the following factors. 

1. Neighbor privacy aspects

2. Use of acceptable types of building materials

3. Deck must fit within the lot boundaries of the property and shall conform to all set-back

requirements.

4. Harmonious look within the community

5. Shape must conform to general community standards without arches, curves, odd angles,

etc.

6. For the purpose of constructing a deck or deck extension, no exterior walls may be extended

or enlarged, i.e., wing walls.

Size:  

Decks may not extend past the furthest point of any house wall in the same elevation as the deck. 

This includes projection as well as width. 

Materials: 

Decks must be made of wood or composite. Composite is defined as Trex or equivalent. Samples 

of acceptable materials are available in the on-site Management office. Deck colors are to be from 

the approved Jasmine Creek color palette. 

Deck support posts can be made of wood or wood/steel posts that are clad with approved materials 

i.e., brick, stone, etc. Cladding materials must be approved by the Architectural Committee for both

composition as well as color. Support beams and posts must meet all state and city code

requirements. Supports and posts are to be painted from the approved Jasmine Creek color palette.

Any new concrete foundation color and materials, if applicable, must match as closely as possible

any existing patio or hardscape materials.
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Other Considerations:  

Decks may not be constructed above the highest floor level of the residence (no elevated decks). 

Decks must meet all City and State building codes. Moreover, Architectural approval requirements 

also apply to any type of screening material installed on deck. 

Hand Railings: 

Exterior hand railings on decks must be made of wood, composite, glass, or cable. Composite is 

defined as Trex or equivalent. In the case of glass, the framework must consist of wood, composite, 

aluminum, or stainless steel. The framework color must be from the approved Jasmine Creek color 

palette. The glass must be clear in color. 

Other Considerations:  

All exterior handrails must meet all City and State building codes., 

Architectural approval requirements also apply to any type of screening material installed on the 

railing.  

Stairs 

All proposed stairs leading to second floor decks must meet the following Architectural Committee 

rules and regulations. 

Size: 

Stairs may not extend past the furthest point of any house wall in the same elevation as the deck. 

This includes projection as well as width. 

Materials: 

Stairs can be made of wood or metal. Metal stairs must be constructed of steel, aluminum, or 

stainless steel. Stair color must be from the approved Jasmine Creek color palette. 

Shape: 

The configuration of exterior stairs leading to a second-floor deck may be spiral or straight block 

design depending on available space and aesthetics. 

Other Considerations: 

All stairs must meet city and state building codes. 

AA.  GARDEN WALL HEIGHTS: Garden walls should generally be limited to a six (6’) feet 

maximum height. Exceptions will be considered by the Architectural Committee on a case-by-case 

basis. 

BB. GARDEN WALLS FACING ASSOCIATION GREEN BELTS: 

1. Smooth Stucco: Smooth stucco applications are allowed on garden walls facing JCCA

greenbelts. Walls must be painted JCCA Dunn Edwards Navajo White color.

2. Height: Garden walls facing greenbelts may not exceed six (6’) feet in height.

CC. PLANTERS ABUTTING NEIGHBORS’ WALLS: Planters may be installed against a neighbor’s

building wall only if proper drainage is provided.  This requirement does not apply to planters

abutting garden walls.

DD. SMOOTH STUCCO APPLICATION: JCCA GM inspects all residences, identifying

common walls that cannot have smooth application prior to the start of any stucco project. In the

event an application is submitted and approved by the Architectural Committee to install smooth

stucco to the exterior of a property, the Applicant may also obtain the approval from their
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neighboring property to apply smooth stucco to adjoining residence common wall to provide a 

uniform appearance within the interior of the courtyard. However, the neighboring property owner 

is under no obligation to accept or approve such a request. Please be further advised that the 

neighboring applicant will be required to execute an agreement with the Association 

acknowledging and agreeing that their will continue to be responsible for the maintenance, repair, 

and replacement of their shared wall. Such agreement will be prepared by the Association’s legal 

counsel at the sole cost and expense of the Applicant.  

EE. SEWER CLEANOUT: Any required sewer cleanout cannot be installed on the Association 

sidewalk. 

FF. SURVEYS: Property surveys may be required for applications that include relocating walls closer 

to streets or greenbelts.  The Architectural Committee will make this determination on a case-by-

case basis. 

GG. TV’S, OUTDOOR: The installation of an outdoor TV is considered an exterior property 

change that requires approval by the Architectural Committee. 

HH. UTILITY VENTS AND RAIN GUTTERS. Copper is permitted for utility vents and rain 

gutters. 

II. GARAGE DOORS: Garage doors must be compatible and harmonious with exterior style of the

surrounding residences.

JJ. IMPROVEMENTS DISCLOSURE TO ESCROW – The cost for maintaining Homeowner 

improvements to property shall be the sole responsibility of the Homeowner of record; all 

subsequent transfers of the property shall reflect the above requirement in a property disclosure 

statement, which shall be provided by JCCA Management as an addendum to the escrow 

instructions. 

XXXI. ENFORCEMENT

The Association has the express authority to enforce the terms of the Governing Documents and the 

Association’s Rules and Regulations. Exercising that authority permits the Board to take disciplinary 

measures against a violating Resident or Owner, which may include, but are not limited to, the levying of 

Fines, Compliance Assessments, and/or the use of formal legal action to compel the violator’s compliance 

and to recover all legal fees and costs incurred by the Association in doing so. 

A. BASIC POLICY ON PENALTIES, FINES, AND FEES – It is the policy of the JCCA to protect

the rights and privileges of our members and to enforce the governing documents (CC&Rs, Bylaws

and Rules and Regulations) of the Association pursuant to the authority vested in the Board of said

Association by the governing documents. The following system of penalties, fines and fees is

hereby established and supersedes all previously adopted systems for such penalties and fees.

This system shall be binding on the members of the Association and shall not be the exclusive

remedy of the Association to deal with violations of the governing documents. Members shall be

responsible for the acts or omissions of their guests, lessees, or invitees. All penalties and fines,

pursuant to this Fine Policy, shall be imposed by Board action after reasonable notice and hearing.
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B. VIOLATIONS OF CC&RS – Pursuant to Article XIV, Section 1, of the CC&Rs, the Association

has the right to enforce by proceedings at law or in equity, all restrictions, conditions, covenants,

reservations, liens and charges now or hereafter imposed by the provision of the Declaration or any

amendment thereto, including the right to prevent the violation of any such restrictions, conditions,

covenants or reservations and the right to recover damages or other dues for such violation;

provided, however, that with respect to assessment liens, the Association shall have the exclusive

right to enforcement thereof.

C. NON-PAYMENT OF ASSESSMENT – Pursuant to Article IV, Section 1 of the CC&Rs, the

Association has the right to proceed to bring an action at law against a Homeowner for non-

payment of assessments. Article XI, Section 1(d) of the CC&Rs provides that the voting rights and

use of the recreational facilities by any member may be suspended by action of the Board of

Directors during any period when assessments owed by such member remain delinquent.

D. SUSPENSION OF PRIVILEGES – Article XI, Section 1(d) of the CC&Rs states that the

Association has the right to suspend the right to use the recreational facilities by a member for any

period during which any assessment against the Lot remains unpaid and delinquent; and for a period

not to exceed thirty (30) days for any single infraction of the Rules of the Association, provided

that any suspension of such right to use the recreational facilities, except for failure to pay

assessments, shall be made only by the Board of Directors of the Association, after notice and

hearing given and held in accordance with the Bylaws of the Association.

FINES – Pursuant to Article VI, Section 1 (a) and Article XI, Section 1 (b) of the CC&Rs, fines 

may be levied by action of the Board of Directors, after notice and hearing, in accordance with the 

fine schedule provided in Article XXVIII of these Rules. Such fines shall become the personal 

obligation of the Homeowner (even though a tenant may be residing in the property and have 

incurred the fine) and shall be billed and collected in the same manner as special assessments, 

except that the Association may not record a lien with respect to any such fine imposed. However, 

the Association may collect any fines imposed through the filing of a legal action. 

E. CONTINUING FINES FOR CONTINUING VIOLATIONS -The Association’s notice of hearing

may provide that the Board will be considering imposition of the fine on a continuing daily, weekly,

or monthly basis. If such a continuing fine is imposed by the Board after notice and hearing, the

responsible Homeowner will be liable for the amount imposed for each day, week, or month the

violation continues unabated. Homeowners subject to a continuing fine are responsible for

notifying the Association promptly upon bringing their property into compliance so that the

Association can re-inspect the property and stop the recurring fine once compliance is confirmed.

XXXII. PROCESS FOR PLACING ITEMS ON MONTHLY BOARD

MEETING AGENDA

Owners may request that an item be placed on the monthly Board meeting agenda. The Owner must submit 

their request in writing to the on-site office no later than the Monday of the week prior to the week when 

the Board meeting will be held. The item requested will be reviewed by the Board President, who will make 

the final determination as to whether or not it will appear on the agenda. Owners may attend the monthly 

Board meetings and discuss any items in Open Session/Homeowner Forum. 
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XXXIII. TYPES OF VIOLATIONS AND THEIR RELATED FINE

SCHEDULES

A. Failure to comply with or violation of CC&Rs or Rules not specifically set forth below:

• First offense Warning

• Second offense $50.00 

• Third offense, etc. $100.00/possible suspension of privileges 

B. Failure to comply with Animal Control Rules and Regulations:

• First offense $50.00 

• Second offense, etc. $100.00/possible suspension of privileges 

C. Any damage to Association property (including gate strikes):

• First offense $500.00 plus repair costs and/or legal action. 

• Second offense, etc. $1,000.00 plus repair costs and/or legal action. 

D. Littering, disposal, trash, grass clippings, debris on or around common areas and facilities:

• First offense $50.00 

• Second offense $100.00/possible suspension of privileges 

E. Trash containers put out earlier than 3:00 PM the day before scheduled pick up or left out later than

8:00 PM the day of scheduled pick up:

• First offense Warning 

• Second offense $50.00 

• Third offense, etc. $100.00 

F. Illegal parking of autos by Resident or guest:

• First Parking Violation Notice $25.00 

• Second Parking Violation Notice $50.00 

• Third Parking Violation Notice $100.00 + towing and towing costs 

G. Failure to abide by posted JCCA traffic signs (speeding, failure to stop):

• First offense $50.00 

• Second offense, etc. $100.00 + possible suspension of privileges 

H. Illegal parking of boats, motor homes (CC&Rs, Article X, Section 6):

• First offense Warning 

• Second offense $50.00 

• Third offense etc. $100.00 + possible towing and towing costs 

I. Illegal parking causing emergency situation (blocking emergency vehicles, parking in red zone):

• Any offense $100 + towing and towing costs 

J. Use of motorcycles or other motor-driven vehicles in areas other than streets:

• First offense $50.00: Damage to JCCA property=$500 + costs 

• Second offense, etc. $100.00: Damage to JCCA property=$500 + costs 

K. Failure to trim trees or shrubs at the direction of the Association:

• First notice Warning 

• Second notice $100.00 
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• Third notice $150.00/week and possible further legal action. 

L. Architectural Violations

• Minor Modification $200.00 per month 

• Major Modification $1,000.00 per month 

XXXIV. SUMMARY OF INTERNAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

PROCESS AND ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

PROCEDURES 

RESOLUTION PROCEDURES – Pursuant to the requirements of California Civil Code Sections 5310, 

5920, and 5965, the Association hereby provides notice and a summary of the following Internal 

Dispute Resolution (“IDR”) and Alternative Dispute Resolution (“ADR”) procedures as follows:  

A. INTERNAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION: Either party to a dispute within the scope of Civil Code

Section 5900-5920 may invoke the following procedure:

1. Either party may request the other party to meet and confer in an effort to resolve the

dispute. The request shall be in writing.

2. A member of the Association may refuse a request to meet and confer. The Association

shall not refuse a request to meet and confer.

3. The Association’s Board of Directors shall designate at least one Director to meet and

confer with the member.

4. The parties shall meet promptly at a mutually convenient time and place, explain their

positions to each other, and confer in good faith in an effort to resolve the dispute. The

parties may be assisted by an attorney or another person at their own cost when conferring.

5. A resolution of the dispute agreed to by the parties shall be memorialized in writing and

signed by the parties, including the Board designee on behalf of the Association.

6. A written agreement reached under this section binds the parties and is judicially

enforceable if it is signed by both parties and both of the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) The agreement is not in conflict with the law or the Governing Documents of

the Association.

(b) The agreement is either consistent with the authority granted by the Board of

Directors to its designee or the agreement is ratified by the Board of Directors.

7. A Member of the Association may not be charged a fee to participate in the IDR process.

B. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: Under certain circumstances, all California

community associations and their individual members are to offer to participate in some form of

Alternative Dispute Resolution (“ADR”) prior to initiating certain types of lawsuits pursuant to

California Civil Code Section 5965.

C. Please be advised that Civil Code Sections 5915 and 5965 could be subject to different

interpretations. Each Homeowner should consult with his/her own attorney regarding appropriate

compliance with the statute.
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1. SCOPE OF STATUTE: Civil Code Section 5925(a) defines “Alternative Dispute

Resolution” as mediation, arbitration, conciliation, or other nonjudicial procedure that

involves a neutral party in the decision-making process. The form of ADR chosen may be

binding or non-binding with the voluntary consent of the parties. Civil Code Section

5925(b) defines “Enforcement Action” as a civil action or proceeding, other than a cross-

complaint, filed by either individual Homeowners or community associations, for any of

the following purposes.

a) Enforcement of the Davis-Stirling Common Interest Development Act, Civil

Code Section 4000 et seq.

b) Enforcement of the California Nonprofit Mutual Benefit Corporation Law

(commencing with Section 7110 of the Corporations Code).

c) Enforcement of the governing documents of the common interest development.

The Association or a Homeowner or member of the Association may not file an 

Enforcement Action in the superior court unless the parties have endeavored to submit their 

dispute to ADR pursuant to Civil Code Section 5930. 

Civil Code Section 5930 only applies to an Enforcement Action that is solely for 

declaratory relief, injunctive relief, or writ relief, or for that relief in conjunction with a 

claim for monetary damages not in excess of the small claims court jurisdictional limits. 

This section does not apply to a small claims action and except as otherwise provided by 

law, this section does not apply to an assessment dispute. 

2. COMPLIANCE PROCEDURES: The ADR process is initiated by one party serving all

other parties with a “Request for Resolution”, which shall include all of the following:

a) A brief description of the dispute between the parties.

b) A request for alternative dispute resolution.

c) A notice that the party receiving the Request for Resolution is required to

respond within 30 days of receipt or the request will be deemed rejected.

d) If the party on whom the request is served is the Homeowner of a separate

interest, a copy of the Civil Code Sections 5925-5965.

Service of the Request for Resolution shall be by personal delivery, first-class mail, express 

mail, facsimile transmission, or other means reasonably calculated to provide the party on 

whom the request is served actual notice of the Request. 

The party on whom the Request for Resolution is served has thirty (30) days following 

service to accept or reject the Request. If the party does not accept the Request within that 

period, the Request is deemed rejected by that party. If the party on whom the Request for 

Resolution is served accepts the Request, the parties shall complete the ADR within 90 

days after the party initiating the Request receives the acceptance, unless this time period 

is extended by written stipulation signed by both parties. The cost of the Alternative 

Dispute Resolution shall be borne by the parties. 
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Statements, negotiations, and documents made or created at, or in connection with ADR 

(except for arbitration) are confidential. 

If a Request for Resolution is served before the end of the applicable time limitation for 

commencing an Enforcement Action, the time limitation is tolled during the following 

periods: 

a) The period provided in Civil Code Section 5935 for response to a Request for

Resolution.

b) If the Request for Resolution is accepted, the period provided by Civil Code

Section 5940 for completion of ADR, including any extension of time

stipulated to by the parties pursuant to Section 5940.

Pursuant to Civil Code Section 5950 (a), at the time of commencement of an Enforcement 

Action, the party commencing the action shall file with the initial pleading a certification 

stating that one or more of the following conditions is satisfied: 

a) ADR has been completed in compliance with the Civil Code Section 5925, et

seq.

b) One of the other parties to the dispute did not accept the terms offered for

ADR.

c) Preliminary or temporary injunctive relief is necessary.

Failure to file a certificate pursuant to Civil Code Section 5950 (a) is grounds for a demurrer 

or motion to strike unless the court finds that dismissal of the action for failure to comply 

with this article would result in substantial prejudice to one of the parties. 

Civil Code Section 5955 (a) provides that after an Enforcement Action is commenced, on 

written stipulation of the parties, the matter may be referred to ADR.  The referred action 

is stayed.  During the stay, the action is not subject to the rules implementing subdivision 

(c) of Section 68603 of the Government Code.

3. FAILURE TO PARTICIPATE IN SOME FORM OF ADR: In an Enforcement Action, in

which fees and costs may be awarded pursuant to Civil Code Section 5975 (c), the court in

determining the amount of an award of attorneys' fees and costs, may consider whether a

party’s refusal to participate in ADR before commencement of the action was reasonable.

In accordance with California Civil Code Section 5965, the Board of Directors of

Association hereby advise you of the following:

Failure of a member of the association to comply with the alternative dispute

resolution requirements of Section 5930 of the Civil Code may result in the loss of the

member's right to sue the Association or another member of the association regarding

enforcement of the governing documents or the applicable law.

4. NO EFFECT ON VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION IN ADR: The parties may still agree,

in writing, to refer any dispute involving enforcement of the Association’s Governing

Documents, California Corporations Code Section 7110, et seq., or the Davis-Stirling

Common Interest Development Act, Civil Code Section 4000, et seq. to some form of

IDR/ADR, even if those disputes may be technically outside of the IDR/ADR statutes.




